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MVS® Technical Bulletin

Re: Large Volume Calculator

This technical bulletin provides instructions for using the Large Volume Calculator application in

combination with the MVS Multichannel Verification System.

Large Volume Calculator (LVC) is a program that works with MVS Data Manager software verification

reports to permit the verification of liquid handlers at delivery volumes greater than 350 µL, which is the

maximum volume for a single well of a 96-well microtiter plate. There are three steps required:

1) Dispense a large volume of Sample Solution (e.g. 1 mL) by breaking the volume into multiple
equal dispenses into a set of wells in a Verification Plate (e.g. 4 dispenses of 250 µL).

2) Complete a verification within Data Manager using a plate layout that meets the requirements of
LVC (see notes below).

3) Import the resulting Data Manager verification report into LVC creating a new summation report
that can be saved, exported and printed. LVC adds the volumes dispensed by the same tip
together and calculates new statistics based on the summed target volume.

As currently configured, LVC is most useful for aqueous verifications above 350 μL and up to 4200 μL 

and can also be used for alternative solution verifications above 50 μL and up to about 600 µL.  LVC 

imports a verification report produced by Data Manager, and creates a new report. This “summation

report” is similar in form to the original report, but based on summed volumes.

Please note:

 LVC only imports verifications that were run with 1-, 8- or 96- channel devices

o 6- and 7-channel devices are imported as 8-channel devices with one or two channels
turned off within LVC.

o Currently, serial dilutions cannot be evaluated with LVC.

 When evaluating an 8-channel device, the liquid handler head orientation must be vertical and the
dispense direction must be left-to-right.

 When evaluating a 1- or 8-channel device, the entire verification must be carried out using a
single 96-well microtiter plate.
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 Each layout group is treated as a replicate, therefore every layout group must have the same
number of deliveries per tip (or channel), the same target volume, the same tolerance limit for
Relative Inaccuracy and the same tolerance limit for CV.

Instructions for MVS Data Manager Multi-Dispense Measurements:

1. Add a layout compatible with LVC. Click File, then Plate Layout Setup. Click Add and then
Volume Verification Layout.

2. Enter a unique layout ID and a layout description and then choose 1, 8 or 96 as the number of
channels and 96 Well Verification Plate as the plate type.

3. Enter the multi-dispense volume in the target volume box. Enter a volume that the liquid handler
is capable of dispensing that is a fraction of the total volume aspirated. (In the example below, the
total volume aspirated is 1400 µL, the individual dispenses could be 350 µL each, so 350 should
be entered into the plate layout).

(Data Manager Plate Layout with three replicates, each with four dispenses of 350 µL)

4. Choose the number of data points per channel from the data points drop-down list. In the
previous example, the number of data points would be 4 in order to fully dispense the aspirated
volume into the plate. Click Add to add the group to the layout. Continue adding groups until the
desired number of replicates is reached.
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5. If using alternative solutions, prepare a Range B equivalent using Stock 2 solution and the
solvent of interest. The target volume entered into the Alternative Solution Helper should be equal
to the aliquot volume used for the multi-dispense. Follow steps 1-4 to create a plate layout for the
target volume of alternative solution. When running the verification, ensure that the alternative
solution box is checked at the bottom of the Verification Setup window.

6. Once the solution is prepared (aqueous MVS Range solution or alternative solution), aspirate the
total volume of interest with the liquid handler under test. Dispense the defined fraction of the total
aspirated volume into multiple wells of a Verification Plate. In the event that Diluent is required,
add the appropriate volume of Diluent solution (using either the liquid handler or a manual multi-
channel pipette). Measure the plate within Data Manager.

Instructions for LVC Use:

Installing LVC

You must be logged into Windows XP, Windows 7 or Windows 10 (LVC version 2.5 and newer) as an

Administrator to install LVC. Download the installation package and save it to the MVS computer.

Double-click the executable file and follow the instructions to install the LVC software. In some Windows

7/10 environments, you may need to right-click on the desktop icon and choose Run as Administrator.

LVC Main Screen

LVC displays its main screen, as shown on the next page, with three items on the menu bar (File,

Settings, and Help). The upper half of the screen displays various data fields and a microtiter plate image,

and the lower half of the screen displays either the original verification report or the created summation

report.

(LVC Main Screen)
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Setting the Database Path

For the first use of LVC, set the path to the Data Manager database: click Settings, then Set path to

verification database, and select the database file (it is generally named MVS_verifications.mdb and at

the file path C:\Program Files\Artel\MVSXX, where XX is the version of MVS system software). For Data

Manager 3.0 or higher, navigate to the MVSXX installation folder within Program Files (or Program Files

(x86) on 64-bit machines), and then double-click the shortcut “MVS Data®” to locate the verifications

database.

Creating a new Summation Report

To create a summation report, click File, then New summation and choose either Single plate or

Multiple Plate. From the “Select verification to sum” window, select the verification for which you want to

create a summation report.

If the verification meets all the requirements (see “Please note” on the first page), the four fields (LH

Device ID, Dispense Date, Layout ID, and Channels) will be filled in with the appropriate data from the

verification report, and a summation report will be produced which can be viewed in the lower half of the

main screen (click on the “Summation Report” tab if the verification report is shown).

Additionally, the microtiter plate image will show the layout groups in color with white circles indicating the

last-filled wells in each layout group. If the cursor is positioned over any well, the volume delivered to that

well will be displayed, and if the well has a white circle, the summed volume will also be displayed.

(LVC Main Screen displaying single plate summation report)
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(LVC Main Screen displaying multiple plate summation report)

Adding Notes to a Summation Report

Notes may be added to summation reports. To enter a note, position the cursor in the note entry box (the

white box to the left of the “Save a new note” button) and click, then type the note. When you are

satisfied with the note, click Save a new note and the note will be saved with the computer login name,

the date, and the time, and moved to the “Note log” box. Notes displayed in the “Note log” box cannot be

edited and will be saved if the summation is saved. They will also be included in printouts but not in

exports of the summation report.

Changing Pass/Fail Tolerances on a Summation Report

The assigned tolerances for relative inaccuracy and %CV used to pass or fail the results will be imported

to the Summation report from the original Data Manager report. Tolerances for either measurement may

be changed for the Summation report within Large Volume Calculator at any time, as long as the

Summation has not been saved.
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Once a Summation is saved, it cannot be saved again with different tolerances. The tolerances may still

be changed, but reports will require exporting or printing to save.

To change the limits, select the Settings menu and choose Change Pass/Fail Limits. Enter a new value

for one or both limits and click OK. The Summation report will be updated with pass/fail status evaluated

based on the new limits and a notice will be displayed indicating whether or not the report can be saved.

Saving a Summation Report

Summations may be saved to the LVC database. To do so, click File, then Save current summation.

Saving is not done automatically, but if you attempt to exit LVC or to load a new summation without

saving the current one, you are asked if you wish to save it. A unique name must be entered into the

Summation name field before a summation can be saved. Summation names must be alpha-numeric.

Once a Summation Report is saved, it cannot be saved a second time with different pass/fail tolerances

assigned. However, revised Summation Reports can always be exported or printed at any time.

Opening a Saved Summation

Once a summation report has been saved, it can be re-opened for viewing or to add new notes.

Previously-entered notes cannot be removed. To view a previously-generated saved summation report,

click File, then Open saved summation, and select the report from the “Select saved summation”

window.

Evaluating 6- or 7-channel devices

If the verification to be loaded was performed with six or seven channels, the unused channels should be

“turned off” within LVC prior to loading the verification. To do so, click on the row letters “G” and/or “H” of

the microtiter plate image in LVC.

Please note that the row state alternates with successive clicks on these letters, but that it is not permitted

to have row H turned on if row G is turned off. If LVC is closed with rows “turned off”, it will retain those

setting and return to that state when reopened.

Toggling the Heat Map

Selecting Settings | Toggle Heat Map will enable or disable the Heat Map within the Summation report.
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Notes on Database Location and Backup

The database used for LVC is Microsoft SQL Server CE 3.5. It is strictly for in-process use and does not

have a built-in user interface. The database file for LVC is named “LVC.sdf” and will be located in the

hidden “common app data folder” of the PC. When using Windows XP, the common app data folder is

hidden and located at “C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\Artel\Large Volume

Calculator”. In Windows 7/10, its location is “C:\ProgramData\Artel\Large Volume Calculator”. This

database file can be copied and pasted to another location for backup.

Notes on Uncertainty

The system performance claims for the MVS are fully applicable when using the Large Volume Calculator

(LVC) tool. This is best understood by the following examples:

Relative Inaccuracy – The stated system relative inaccuracy for the MVS in 96 well verification plates is

+/- 2%. Let’s assume a test volume of 1,000 µL, which will be dispensed in 200 µL aliquots over 5

wells. Let’s also assume that each well measures 2% high, which is the maximum system uncertainty for

the MVS. The LVC will calculate a sum of 1,020 µL (204 µL per well), which is an inaccuracy of 20 µL /

1,000 µL = 2%. Thus, the maximum inaccuracy that will result when using the LVC is the same as the

stated system inaccuracy for the MVS.

%CV – The stated system % CV for the MVS in 96 well verification plates is <= 0.4%. To understand the

impact of using the LVC on the CV, we recommend referring to the methodology described in the ISO

document “Guide to Uncertainty in Measurement” (GUM). This guide states that the variance of a sum of

several terms is given by the sum of the variances of the individual terms.
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Thus, it follows that the standard deviation of the sum is given by the square root of the sum of the

variances of the individual terms, and the CV of the sum is simply the standard deviation divided by the

sum. By way of example, let’s assume a test volume of 925 µL, which will be dispensed in three aliquots

of 275 µL, 300 µL and 350 µL. With a system CV of 2%, the following table displays the standard

deviation and variance of each volume.

Example of the Uncertainty in CV for a Summed Volume

SUM

Volume (µL) 275 300 350 925

CV 2% 2% 2% --

StDev 5.5 6 7 --

Variance 30.25 36 49 115.25

StDev of SUM 10.73546

CV of SUM 1.16%

When the individual variances are summed (115.25 in example above), with subsequent calculation of

the standard deviation (10.74) and %CV (1.16), it can be seen that the resulting CV is smaller than for

any of the individual volumes. This example shows that the maximum %CV that will result when using

the LVC will always be smaller than the stated system CV for the MVS.

If you have any additional questions or concerns, please contact Technical Support at

support@artel.co, or at 888-406-3463 option 2.


